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The Batched on Site Association (BSA)
The Batched on-Site Association (BSA) is the trade body for the UK mobile batching plant (also
known as “Volumetrics”) sector. It was established in 2007 to represent the interests of mobile
batching plant operators nationwide, and now has circa 75 members.
Regeneris Consulting
Regeneris Consulting is an independent economics consultancy established in 2000. Our team of
economists have assessed the economic impact of numerous development projects, new pieces
of UK infrastructure and policy changes in the last 15 years.
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Executive Summary
i.

The UK Department for Transport (DfT) is considering implementing a change in policy that would
see the operating weight of “volumetrics” (hereafter referred to as mobile batching plants)
reduced to 32 tonnes from their current design weight, which is typically 42 tonnes.

ii.

The Batched on-Site Association (BSA) is the trade body for the mobile batching plant sector. The
BSA has commissioned Regeneris Consulting – an independent economic consultancy - to assess
the current economic value of the mobile batching plant sector in the UK and the likely economic
consequences of the DfT’s proposed weight change policy.

iii.

The report has been informed by market analysis, a survey of all operators of mobile batching plant
in the UK, detailed consultations with operators and key UK customers in the construction industry,
and in-house economic impact modelling carried out by Regeneris Consulting. The survey of
operators achieved a healthy 37% response rate. See Appendix A for details.

Economic Value and Importance of the Sector
iv.

Mobile batching plants transport sand, aggregate, cement, and water in separate compartments
and are then able to mix the various products, including concrete, flexibly when on-site. This
distinguishes them from traditional drum-mixer vehicles that haul pre-mixed product from the
batching plants to point of delivery. Mobile batching plants offer an added value service, carrying
on-board computer systems that enable them to tailor product to meet precise customer
requirements, in terms of both quantity and specification.

v.

There are around 200 companies in the UK currently operating over 600 volumetric cement mixers.
The sector accounts for approximately 10% of the 21.7 million m3 wet concrete market in the UK.
It is a sector characterised by small, independently owned businesses.

Underpinning the UK Construction Sector
vi.

Mobile batching plants play a critical role in the UK construction industry, a sector that is key to
the UK economy and is helping to drive the UK’s economic recovery.
Key Benefits of Mobile Batching Plants for the Construction Sector


The flexibility to operate off-hours. Only one driver is needed to work on off-hours to deliver an order. With a
drum mixer it would also take a batch operator and a loader operator to deliver an order. This brings significant
cost advantages for the construction sector, particularly for night work or weekend work.



Flexibility of product. A mobile batching plant mixer can easily produce a number of different types of concrete.
The mix/blend can be changed on site to suit the customer’s needs and specifications. Customers also gain
flexibility in the quantity received and can change the concrete load needed on-site, thus enhancing production
efficiencies.



Ability to service intermittent/unpredictable demand. A drum mixer has a time limited window of delivery before
the concrete is unusable (c. 1 - 2 hours). A mobile batching plant can operate flexibly throughout the day/night
and respond quickly to ad hoc requests.



Reduced waste. An incorrectly ordered load with a drum mixer can create significant waste product. This does not
happen with a mobile batching plant precisely because the optimal volume can be made on-site. Customers are
only charged for what they use, eliminating any waste material and associated costs for customers. There are no
problems with over- or under-ordering by the customer as the mobile batching plant will simply deliver the
requisite amount.
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vii.

Owing to these advantages, mobile batching plants are integral in meeting the needs of a number
of construction activities, including crucial infrastructure projects (such as emergency rail and
motorway maintenance programmes, where night work reduces closure time and congestion
levels); work in remote locations (where travel times from quarry to site require concrete to be
batched on-site) and sectors requiring innovative concrete strategies (e.g. rail electrification, for
which specific mobile batching plant equipment has been developed).

viii.

Looking ahead, mobile batching plants will be critical to an array of UK infrastructure projects
programmed for the next two decades. Projects such as HS2, Crossrail, road improvements and
the Airport Commission's package of surface access improvements are likely to be highly
dependent on the ongoing operations of the mobile batching plant sector.

A Growing Sector
ix.

The mobile batching plant sector experienced continued growth even throughout the recession
when construction output declined. 87% of mobile batching plant operators have experienced
growth in turnover over the past five years. The growth has been driven by the inherent advantages
of the machines, which benefit customers with a flexible delivery method and lack of waste.
Growth has been underpinned by a business model based on design weight delivery capacity.

x.

Our recent mobile batching plant operators’ survey1 highlights the strong future growth prospects
of the sector, assuming that they are able to continue operating at their design weight. If mobile
batching plants continue to operate at design weight, 93% of operators expect their turnover to
grow over the next 5 years and 95% of businesses rate their future growth prospects as either good
or very strong.

Economic Value of the Sector
xi.

The sector generates significant economic value for the UK. Our survey indicates that there are
1,160 direct FTE jobs in the sector generating £70 million in GVA2. The average size of firm in the
sector is 6 staff.

xii.

The sector’s £120 million of annual supply chain purchases supports an estimated 1,050 FTEs and
£75 million in UK GVA, and through wage expenditure effects the sector supports a further 950
FTEs and £65million in GVA.

xiii.

Hence the sector supports a total of 3,150 FTE jobs and £210 million in GVA in the UK economy.
For every 1 direct FTE in the industry, a further 1.7 FTEs are supported in the wider UK economy.

DfT’s Weight Change Proposals
The Proposals
xiv.

1
2

In December 2014 the UK Department for Transport (DfT) published proposals to remove the
exemption of certain vehicles from HGV operator licensing regimes and from annual
roadworthiness testing. An implication of the proposals, as currently configured, would be the

Full details of the survey are provided in Appendix A.
GVA = Gross Value Added. A measure of the value generated by the sector and distributed in the form of wages, profits,
corporation tax etc.
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requirement for mobile batching plants to operate at 32 tonnes, in line with Heavy Goods Vehicles
(HGVs) rather than at their current design weight, which is typically 42 tonnes.
xv.

The stated rationales for the policy are based on improving road safety and fair competition. The
BSA will be making separate representations on the sector’s safety record and issues of
competition in its consultation response.

Incomplete Impact Assessment
xvi.

DfT provide an impact assessment of the proposals, concluding that they will lead to a net societal
benefit. The impact assessment is incomplete in several key respects:


It does not consider the permanent increase in ongoing operating costs for the mobile
batching plant industry that the weight reduction would create as a result of the reduction
in carrying capacity and the consequent need to increase the number of delivery trips.



It overlooks the negative knock-on effects of the policy for the wider construction industry
stemming from the increase in the price of concrete, reduced efficiency and flexibility,
reduced choice in the market and transition costs.



It does not include an assessment of environmental effects, in particular the increase in
emissions and congestion created by the need for mobile batching plants to make more
delivery trips, and the increase in wastage that would result from any switching to ready
mixed concrete.

Economic Consequences of the Proposals
xvii.

The introduction of a weight change policy would have a series of unintended negative
consequences for the mobile batching plant sector itself and damaging knock-on effects for the UK
construction industry.

Direct Immediate Impact on the Sector
xviii.

DfT’s weight change proposal would have the effect of reducing the concrete carrying capacity of
a typical mobile batching plant from 10m3 to 5-6m3, due to the weight of the specialist equipment
on board. The immediate consequence would therefore be to increase the number of round trips
required by the sector to serve existing markets, and hence the number of kilometres covered per
mobile batching plant and in total.

xix.

This increase in trips would lead to a significant and permanent increase in the operating costs of
the industry due to extra fuel consumption and potentially maintenance costs. Across our survey
of operators, 60% expected average costs per m3 concrete to increase by at least 15%; two fifths
expected at least a 20% increase and one in six expected an increase of 30% or more.

xx.

Financial modelling for a typical mobile batching plant operator shows that – at current market
prices - typical margins would be reduced from in the region of 12-15% at present to a loss-making
situation in the event of the policy. Investment in new mobile batching plant equipment would
under these conditions clearly yield a negative return.

xxi.

In an attempt to remain viable, operators state they would seek to pass on the cost increase in the
form of higher rates to customers. 26% of our respondents would expect to need to pass on all of
the cost increase, and 56% would expect to pass on some of the cost.
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xxii.

Given the competitive nature of the market for wet concrete, many of our respondents expect that
such a scale of price increase would not be deliverable. 82% expect their turnover to go down, due
to the need to scale back the volumes of concrete delivered and/or due to loss of market share
given the significant reduction in price competitiveness.

Longer Term Erosion

94% of mobile batching plant
operators rate their growth
prospects as poor in the event of
a weight reduction policy. 28%
expect to have gone out of
business altogether 12 months
after its introduction.

xxiii.

The industry is demonstrably concerned about
its growth prospects and indeed its viability
under a weight change policy. 94% rate their
growth prospects as poor if the weight
restriction came in, compared to 4% under a
business as usual scenario.

xxiv.

When asked where they would see their
business 12 months after the weight change
policy, 69% would expect to be trading less profitably, and 28% would expect to have gone out of
business altogether. For illustration, such a contraction would imply a loss of around 330 direct
jobs within SMEs operating in the sector, along with a further 290 indirect jobs and 270 induced
jobs in the UK.

xxv.

Hence the policy would threaten the viability of a sector which has been growing through the
recession, and which, under current arrangements, has strong growth prospects.

Knock-on Impacts on UK Construction Sector
xxvi.

Given the integral role of mobile batching plants in the UK construction industry, the weight change
policy would have damaging knock-on effects on construction firms.

xxvii.

Construction firms that need to continue to source concrete from mobile batching plants would
pay significantly more than at present, see a reduction in speed and efficiency, and a loss of choice
in the market as the sector contracts. Customers that are forced to switch to ready-mixed concrete
over time would experience switching costs associated with the need to source new suppliers and
would lose the distinctive cost and quality advantages of on-site batched concrete.

xxviii. Our interviews with a range of construction firms currently using mobile batching plants highlight
the significant negative impact on their businesses should they need to switch to ready-mixed
concrete, including increases in cost, reduced efficiency, increased waste, and in extreme cases,
serious implications for the viability of project delivery. A number of firms commented that the
delivery of major projects in the pipeline would be put at risk.

Environmental Impacts
xxix.

The weight change policy would lead to
significant increases in emissions and wastage.

xxx.

Our survey results suggest that the policy could
have the unintended consequence of generating
325,000 additional delivery trips and 12.5
million additional vehicle kilometres per annum.
We estimate that this would generate an
additional 65 thousand tonnes of carbon dioxide per annum compared to business as usual, with
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The policy could be expected to
lead to 12.5 million additional
vehicle KM per annum, leading to
65 thousand tonnes of additional
CO2 emissions.
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an associated carbon cost of £4 million per annum, (in 2014 prices). This would directly undermine
the DfT’s established policy of reducing emissions from road transport.
xxxi.

Typically around 4-6% of concrete delivered via drum mixers is wasted. Should the policy lead to
some switching from the use of mobile batching plant to drum mixers (as looks likely), this would
therefore lead to increased waste, which would have financial costs to customers as well as wider
environmental costs. As an illustration, if 30% of the current volume of concrete delivered by
mobile batching plants was switched to ready-mix delivery as a result of the policy, this would lead
to additional wastage of around 40,000 m3 of concrete per annum, which, at current market prices
could cost customers around £4 million p.a.

xxxii.

The increase in vehicle kilometres would also lead to increased congestion on UK roads (which
already costs the UK £13 billion per annum).3

3

CEBR (2014) The future economic and environmental costs of gridlock in 2030
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1. Introduction
1.1

In December 2014 the UK Department for Transport (DfT) published proposals to remove the
exemption of certain vehicles from HGV operator licensing regimes and from annual
roadworthiness testing. An implication of the proposals, as currently configured, would be the
requirement for mobile batching plants to operate at 32 tonnes, in line with Heavy Goods Vehicles
(HGVs) rather than at their current design weight of 42 tonnes.

1.2

Regeneris Consulting was commissioned by the Batched on-Site Association (BSA) - the trade body
for the mobile batching plant sector – to assess the current economic value of the mobile batching
plant sector in the UK and the likely economic consequences of the proposed policy change. The
purpose of the report is to provide a robust, evidence-based economic analysis to inform the BSA’s
response to the consultation.

1.3

The assessment has been informed by:

1.4

1.5



A review of the latest market data on the mobile batching plant sector.



The results of a survey of all operators of mobile batching plants in the UK (see Appendix A
for details of the questions asked and achieved sample sizes etc).



More detailed consultations with mobile batching plant operators and key UK customers
of the mobile batching plant industry.



In-house economic impact modelling carried out by Regeneris Consulting.

This report is structured as follows:


Section 2: The economic value and importance of the mobile batching plant industry,
explaining the role of mobile batching plants in the UK construction sector, the economic
footprint of the sector in the UK and its future growth prospects.



Section 3: DfT proposals, providing an outline of the key aspects of the proposals and a
critical review of DfT’s accompanying impact assessment.



Section 4: Economic consequences of the proposals, assessing the range of economic and
environmental impacts that the policy change can be expected to have for the sector and
the wider UK construction industry

Appendix A sets out details of the survey methodology and questionnaire used. Appendix B
provides more detail on the approach to modelling the economic impact of the proposed policy
change.
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2. Economic Value and Importance of the Mobile
Batching Plant Industry
What are mobile batching plants?
2.1

Volumetrics, or mobile batching plants, have the distinctive function of batching product such as
screed, foam ‘trench fill’, concrete, ‘cold tarmac’ and mortar on demand at the point of delivery.
This characteristic distinguishes mobile batching plants from drum-mixer heavy goods vehicles that
haul pre-mixed product from the batching plants to point of delivery.

2.2

Mobile batching plant vehicles transport sand, aggregate, cement, and water in separate
compartments and then are able to mix the various products, including concrete, when on-site.
The vehicles have an on-board computer system that enables them to tailor the product to meet
the precise customer requirements, in terms of both quantity and specification. Alongside the
delivery of concrete, mobile batching plants also offer a complete concrete service with operators
advising on the most suitable product and mix for the job in question.

2.3

Given these additional capabilities, mobile batching plant equipment is more complex and
sophisticated than a conventional drum mixer, and therefore more expensive. A new unit costs on
average £200k compared with £100k for a conventional mixer. Operators therefore invest
considerably in their technological equipment and in staff training, which enables customers to
access the quality and variety of product required to meet their specific business needs.
Figure 2.1 Key differences in product and service, Ready Mixed and Mobile batching Plant Sector

Ready mixed
concrete

Volumetric Plant
Mix auger

Pre-mixed concrete delivered
straight to customer

Gravel, sand Water
& cement
tank
Gates to
adjust sand
& gravel flow

Control panel &
cement meter

MEASURED &
MIXED ON-SITE
FLEXIBLE
SERVICE

FLEXIBLE
QUANTITY
FLEXIBLE
SPECIFICATION

Source: Regeneris consulting

2.4

Mobile batching plants play a unique role in the construction sector, serving markets that rely on
flexibility and efficiency for the success of their business operations.

2.5

Due to the nature of construction activities there is often demand for small or intermittent batches
of concrete, particularly for rail and road construction and repair. Unlike other concrete mix
businesses, the flexibility of product and service means mobile batching plants are able to respond
to sporadic demand and can operate out of normal working hours to best meet industry needs.
Mobile batching plant services are also unique in the sense that they are able to deliver the same
high quality product in both remote locations and during both warmer and colder weather.
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2.6

2.7

The latest snapshot on the size of the UK mobile batching plant sector is provided by BDS Marketing
Research,4 who provide annual reports monitoring its overall size and market share. The latest
review indicates that, as at 2013:


There are currently around 200 companies in the UK currently operating a mobile batching
plant



These companies are operating over 600 mobile batching plant machines



Mobile batching plants account for 2.15 million m3 of wet concrete delivered in the UK per
annum, out of the total ready-mixed concrete market of circa. 21.7 million m3, equivalent
to an approximate 10% market share.

These figures are broken down by region in Table 2.1 below.
Table 2.1 Regional breakdown of the on-site batched concrete market
Region

South East
South West
West Midlands
East Midlands
East of England
Yorkshire & Humberside
North West
North East
Wales
Scotland
Total

Companies

Vehicles

46
16
17
20
19
11
36
5
9
20
199

184
39
54
54
90
37
96
10
13
47
624

OSB share of the total readymixed concrete market in
region
11.3%
7.5%
10.9%
11.7%
12.5%
7.4%
14.1%
5.0%
3.8%
7.9%
9.9%

Source: Estimated market shares of ready mixed concrete companies in Britain (2013), BDS Marketing
Research, October 2014

Key Benefits to the UK Construction Sector
2.8

4

The mobile batching plant sector plays an integral role in the UK construction industry. Their unique
engineering service provides a number of distinct advantages across an array of construction
activities, and supports Government’s aspirations of supporting industry improvements through
innovative and smart construction strategies. The key benefits are summarised below.


Flexibility of delivery. Mobile batching plants’ greater flexibility to operate during off hours
is an important advantage. With a mobile batching plant, only one driver is needed to work
off-hours to deliver an order, however with a drum mixer it would also take a batch
operator and a loader operator to deliver an order. Some batching plants have planning
restrictions as to when they can open and so cannot service customers at certain times.



Ability to service intermittent demand. Linked to the above, mobile batching plants are
able to service customers which have intermittent demand. A conventional drum mixer has
a time limited window of delivery before the concrete is unusable (approximately 1 - 2
hours), whereas a mobile batching plant can deliver concrete on site for as long as is
needed.

BDS Marketing Research (2014) Estimated market shares of ready mixed concrete companies in Great Britain in 2013
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2.9

2.10



Cost advantages. It is often more cost effective to use a mobile batching plant rather than
a drum mixer transporting ready-mixed concrete from a batching plant. This is particularly
the case for night work or weekend work, when it can cost approximately an additional
£1,600 just to open a batching plant, as opposed to £500-£600 for a mobile batching plant
to arrive on-site.



Flexibility of product. A mobile batching plant can easily produce a number of different
types of concrete including pigmented, admixtures, fibre enhanced and foamed concrete.
The mix/blend is also able to be changed on site to suit the customer’s needs and
specifications. If there are two different mixes required by the customer there is no need
for the mobile batching plant truck to return to the batching plant to reload with the other
mix. Customers also gain flexibility in the quantity received and can increase/ decrease the
concrete load needed on-site which can enhance efficiencies in production.



Reduced waste. An incorrectly ordered load with a drum mixer can create waste. This does
not happen with a mobile batching plant precisely because the optimal volume can be
made on-site. Customers are only charged for what they use, eliminating any waste
material and associated costs for customers. There are no problems with over- or underordering by the customer as the mobile batching plant will simply deliver the requisite
amount. Mobile batching plants are also able to rectify quality control issues immediately
on site, with no wasted concrete and no wasted costs.

The distinctive advantages offered by mobile batching plants mean that they play a particularly
integral role in meeting specific needs of the construction sector:


Major 24 hour infrastructure development projects. Mobile batching plants’ ability to
operate a 24 hour service and quickly respond to demand provides vital support to a
number of sectors that operate out of normal working hours, and enables a number of key
infrastructure developments across the UK to be developed in a timely, safe and cost
efficient manner. For example mobile batching plants supplied concrete to the St Pancras
International site out of normal working hours to ensure a smooth process for filling holes
that were only able to be dug once track closures were in place. Mobile batching plants
also often undertake night work/rapid response work for motorway repairs, which the
drum mixer sector is often unable to do. Night motorway maintenance work reduces
closure time and congestion levels, as well as reducing the wider economic costs associated
with road closure.



Concrete demand in remote locations. The nature of mobile batching plants means they
are able to provide concrete services to remote areas whilst maintaining the same high
quality of concrete. For example, due to the growing demand for concrete in the remote
Isle of South Uist, a mobile batching plant mixer has been supplied to the MacAulay
Askernish aggregates company to support the provision of high quality concrete in remote
areas of the region. The mixer has supported a number of key developments in the area
including the building of the Enercon E44 Commercial Wind Turbine.

Looking ahead, mobile batching plants will be critical to the array of large scale UK infrastructure
projects programmed for the next two decades. Projects such as HS2, Crossrail, major road
improvements and the Airport Commission’s package of surface access improvements are likely to
be highly dependent on the ongoing operations of the mobile batching plants sector.
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Customer Case Study: Premier Rail Services Ltd
Premier Rail Services specialise in maintenance of the UK’s rail infrastructure on behalf of
Network Rail. Premier Rail Services carry out most of their work during the night, to allow the rail
network to continue operating during prime times. They source all of their concrete from mobile
batching plants as it is the only operating system that provides them with the flexibility and quality
needed to complete night work in a cost and time efficient manner. It is vital that when
constructing infrastructure foundations, three different grades of concrete mix are used for
robustness, and mobile batching plants provide all the necessary grades in one trip. Due to the
nature of their work and unforeseen ground conditions there is also often uncertainty around the
amount required, which can sometimes range between as much as 2m3 and 8m3. Mobile batching
plants are able to respond on demand to customers’ needs and adapt the quantity requirements
on site.
Customer Case Study: Joyce Construction
Joyce Construction specialise in sub-structure, ground works, drainage, kerbing, road surfacing
and general civil works, delivering civil engineering projects to a wide range of clients in both the
public and private sector. They mainly serve commercial markets and use mobile batching plants
on a daily basis across all of their jobs. A recent project was the construction of a new truck stop
and fuel station in Leeming Bar. The development was reliant on being able to quickly source
concrete of varying quantities and at sporadic times. Environmental sensitivities in the area also
meant that it was vital waste was kept to a minimum. The washing out process using mobile
batching plants created minimal mess and environmental damage, with waste also kept to a
minimum.
Customer Case Study: Charter Screeding Ltd
Charter Screeding are a floor screeding company that carry out construction activities for a range
of private and public sector clients, including schools, hospitals, housing and commercial
developments. Charter Screeding make use of mobile batching plants for many of their projects,
particularly in and around central London. Because of congestion and space limitations for
construction activity, there are strict requirements around the delivery of construction materials.
For a recent large 9,000 sq m office refurbishment on Baker Street the Council would not allow
any dumping of materials, which meant any materials delivered had to be used immediately.
Mobile batching plants provided the only solution for both meeting the project and Council’s
requirements. Making use of mobile batching plants also meant there was very little waste, as
Charter were able to pay for the concrete where and when they needed it.
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Economic Value of the Sector
2.11

We have surveyed all mobile batching plant operators in the UK, covering both BSA members and
non-members (full details are provided in Appendix A). This has allowed us to fully understand the
dynamics of the sector in detail and to estimate its full economic footprint.

Direct
2.12

The survey responses indicate that there are approximately 1,160 direct Full Time Equivalent (FTE)
employees working in the mobile batching plant sector as drivers and in management,
administration and other core posts. Table 2.2 shows the occupational split within this.
Table 2.2 Direct FTE Jobs in Mobile Batching Plant Sector, 2014
Drivers
Total FTEs

Management

625

Administration

190

200

Other
150

Total
1,160

Source: Regeneris Consulting survey of mobile batching plant operators, December 2014-January 2015, and
Regeneris Consulting analysis. Note: Figures are rounded so may not sum exactly to the total.

2.13

The survey has also allowed us to estimate the direct Gross Value Added (GVA)5 of the sector, using
data on turnover and costs. This indicates that mobile batching plant operators in the UK
collectively generate a total of approximately £70 million in GVA per annum. This compares to
ONS estimates of the total GVA of the UK ready mix concrete sector of £280 million.6

Indirect
2.14

In addition to their direct economic footprint, mobile batching plants support further employment
and wealth creation in the wider UK economy through their expenditure on suppliers. The survey
indicates that collectively, mobile batching plant operators spent a total of approximately £120
million in 2013/14 on a range of UK-produced goods and services to support their operations. The
largest item was aggregates, followed by cement and fuel.
Table 2.3 Supply Chain Expenditure by Mobile Batching Plant Industry, 2013/14 (£million,
2013/14 prices)
Cement
Expenditure

40

Aggregate

Fuel

55

15

Tyres

1

All other
supplies

12

Total

120

Source: Regeneris Consulting survey of mobile batching plant operators, December 2014-January 2015, and
Regeneris Consulting analysis. Note: Figures are rounded so may not sum exactly to the total.

2.15

This expenditure serves to support economic activity both within the sector’s immediate suppliers
and through subsequent supply chain multiplier effects (as Tier 1 suppliers purchase inputs from

5

GVA is the key measure of wealth creation for a firm, sector or economic region. It is measured at the level of the firm as the
sum of Earnings before Interest, Tax, Depreciation and Amortisation (EBITDA) and gross employment costs, or as the difference
between turnover and the value of bought in goods and services.

6

Source: ONS, Annual Business Survey, 2012 (using SIC 23.63 Manufacture of Ready-mixed Concrete). Note that SIC codes are
often not a perfect match for specific types of economic activity, but can be used as a guide.
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their own suppliers, and so on). We have estimated the scale of these effects using Regeneris
Consulting’s UK input-output model.7
2.16

This analysis indicates that the expenditure by the sector on UK-based suppliers supports a total of
1,050 FTE jobs in the UK and £75 million in GVA.

Induced
2.17

Further economic activity is generated as those who are employed directly by the industry and in
its supply chain spend their wages and salaries in the UK economy (these are known as induced
effects). Drawing on data from the survey on salaries of direct employees and on supply chain
purchases of the sector, we estimate that a further 950 FTEs are supported in the UK through these
induced multiplier effects, with an associated £65 million in GVA.

2.18

Therefore, the industry supports a total of around 3,150 FTE jobs and £210 million in GVA in the
UK economy. This analysis implies that, for every 1 direct FTE in the industry, a further 1.7 FTEs
are supported in the wider UK economy.

A Growing Sector
2.19

Despite the contraction of the construction sector as a whole (circa. 15% fall in output over 2007098) the mobile batching plant sector continued to grow throughout the recession. Construction
businesses benefit from the more cost-efficient and flexible solution offered by mobile batching
plants. Hence in a challenging economic climate the mobile batching plant sector remained
resilient as it offered a vital product to a fragile industry.

2.20

Data from our operators’ survey highlights the strong future growth prospects of the sector. Survey
findings reveal that 87% of businesses have experienced growth in turnover over the past five
years, and 93% expect their turnover to grow over the next 5 years. Overall 95% of businesses rate
their future growth prospects as either good or very strong. Figure 2.2 illustrates mobile batching
plant operators’ recent past performance and future growth potential of the sector, assuming they
continue to operate at their design weight.

2.21

The increasing importance of mobile batching plants for the delivery of UK construction projects is
also recognised in the 2014 BDS market research report,9 which outlines the growing demand for
concrete sourced from mobile batching plants. The report states that although the total market
supplied by OSB companies “has not changed significantly, remaining at just under 10%” the “OSB
volumes grew marginally faster than those in the ready mixed sector” during 2013.

2.22

The BDS report also outlines the overall growing demand for concrete (circa. 13% increase in the
first quarter of 2014). It states that this is not evenly spread across regions, with London a key
driver of the growing demand “up by nearly 20%.” This hints at the need for concrete solutions
that are best able to serve areas of growing demand, such as London. This is supported by evidence
from the consumer case studies (Case Study: Charter Screeding Ltd) which highlight the importance
of the mobile batching plant sector in the context of central London. The BDS report also forecasts
further growth in the demand for concrete over 2015 and 2016, and outlines a number of major
infrastructure schemes aiding the market growth over the period. The evidence presented here
suggests that mobile batching plants will need to play a key role in the delivery of these projects.

7

See Appendix B for further details on the modelling methodology.

8

House of Commons (2014) Construction industry Statistics and Policy report

9

BDS, Estimated market shares of ready mixed concrete companies in Great Britain (2013), November 2014
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Figure 2.2 Growth Prospects of UK Mobile Batching Plant Sector
(assuming continued operation at design weight)

Over the past 5 years…

Over the next 5 years…

87%

93%

Of businesses
turnover
grew

Of businesses
expect their
turnover to grow
Decrease
Stay the same
Grow a little <5%
Grow moderately 5-20%
Grow significantly >20%

95% of businesses rate their future
growth prospects as good or very strong
Source: Regeneris Consulting survey of mobile batching plant operators, December 2014-January 2015

Meeting Government Objectives for the UK Construction Sector
2.23

2.24

10

Overall economic growth is closely tied to the fortunes of the construction sector and the UK
Government has put in place a range of policies to support its growth. Recent estimates put the
sector’s economic output at £92.4 billion,10 with 6.3% (or 2.1 million jobs) of the UK’s total jobs in
the construction industry. The construction sector suffered particularly badly during the recession,
and output fell faster than across the economy as a whole. Since then there have been strong signs
of recovery in the sector and construction sector output has started to move towards prerecessionary levels. In July 2013 the UK Government published Construction 2025, which
summarises the industrial strategy for the construction sector over the next decade. By working in
partnership with the construction industry the Government aspires to reach a number of key
outcomes by 2025, of particular relevance to this study are:


A 33% reduction in both the initial cost of construction and the whole life cost of assets.



A 50% reduction in the overall time from inception to completion for new build and
refurbished assets.



A 50% reduction in greenhouse gas emissions in the built environment.

The government also published the “Plan for Growth” alongside the Budget in March 2011, which
sets out how government policy will aim to encourage growth in a number of industries, including
construction. Investment in infrastructure projects and house building are pinpointed as vital
actions for aiding the recovery of the UK economy, and more generally the report outlines a

House of Commons (2014) Construction industry Statistics and Policy report
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number of actions to support the construction industry and measures to reduce regulations that
may limit the potential of the sector.
2.25

By virtue of their flexibility, responsiveness and cost-effectiveness, mobile batching plants will play
an important role in supporting UK Government’s growth and environmental aspirations for the
construction sector.
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3. DfT’s Weight Change Proposal
The Proposal
3.1

In December 2014 the UK Department for Transport (DfT) published two proposals for legislative
changes relating to Heavy Goods Vehicles (HGVs): firstly, to remove the current exemption from
HGV operator licensing regimes for certain vehicles and secondly, to remove the exemption from
annual roadworthiness testing for these vehicles. As vehicles that process, and not only deliver,
materials, mobile batching plants are currently exempt from these regimes. The proposal would
see this exemption removed.

3.2

An implication of the proposals, as currently configured, would be the requirement for mobile
batching plants to operate at 32 tonnes, in line with Heavy Goods Vehicles (HGVs) rather than at
their current design weight of 42 tonnes.

3.3

The consultation documents contain two reasons for ending the exemption of mobile batching
plants from the operator licensing regime and from the annual roadworthiness test, namely:


The DfT’s belief that removing the exemption will enhance the road safety record of the
mobile batching plants sector


3.4

The DfT’s belief that by removing the exemption it will remove an element of unfair
competition between mobile batching plants and the drum mixer sector.
The BSA will be making separate representations on the sector’s safety record and issues of
competition in its consultation response – suffice to say the BSA does not believe either of these
two policy rationales are rooted in evidence.

Incomplete Impact Assessment
3.5

DfT provide an impact assessment of the proposed legislative changes, considering the impact of
the proposed policy against a baseline option of no change. The assessment of costs to the affected
businesses considers only the costs associated with licence fees and administrative costs of
complying with operating licensing, and the test fees, staff time and fuel costs associated with the
annual roadworthiness test. The benefits cited are not monetised but include:


For businesses: greater regulatory clarity, a more even distribution of costs of enforcement



For wider society: a reduction in the number of accidents on the road.

3.6

The DfT concludes that the proposed change in policy will lead to a net social benefit.

3.7

The impact assessment is incomplete in several key respects:

3.8



It does not consider the permanent increase in ongoing operating costs for the mobile
batching plant industry that the weight reduction would create as a result of the reduction
in carrying capacity and the consequent need to increase the number of delivery trips.



It overlooks the negative knock-on effects of the policy for the wider construction industry
stemming from the increase in the price of concrete, reduced efficiency and flexibility,
reduced choice in the market and transition costs.



It does not include an assessment of environmental effects, in particular the increase in
emissions and congestion created by the need for mobile batching plants to make more
delivery trips, and the increase in wastage that would result from any switching to ready
mixed concrete.

Section 4 of our report provides an analysis of these three missing elements of the impact
assessment.
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4. Economic Consequences of the Proposal
4.1

This section assesses the likely immediate and ongoing economic consequences of DfT’s weight
change proposal, drawing on intelligence from a survey of mobile batching plant operators,
consultations with the industry, interviews with key customers and economic analysis.

Direct Impact of Weight Reduction on Payload
4.2

As set out in previous sections, mobile batching plants have a typical design weight of 42 tonnes.
Operators in the sector typically operate at this weight: indeed, all of the respondents to our survey
reported that they currently operate at design weight. DfT’s proposals would reduce the legal
operating weight to a maximum of 32 tonnes, a 24% reduction in operating weight.

4.3

This weight reduction would significantly reduce the carrying capacity of a mobile batching plant.
A mobile batching plant operating at design weight is able to carry a payload of 10 m3; operating
at 32 tonnes would reduce this to 5-6m3. This is due to the weight of the equipment that is carried
on a mobile batching plant.

Immediate Direct Impact on the Mobile Batching Plants Sector
Increase in vehicle kilometres and operating costs
4.4

The immediate consequence of the reduction in payload is that, in order to deliver the same
volume of concrete to customers, mobile batching plant operators would have to make more trips.
This is confirmed by our survey: all of the respondents reported that operating at 32 tonnes would
necessitate more trips in a typical operating year, and 99% stated that more vehicle kilometres
would need to be covered per mobile batching plant. Data from the survey indicates that in order
to fulfil current (2013/14) order volumes at this reduced payload there would need to be:


325,000 additional round trips per annum across all mobile batching plants



An additional 12.5 million vehicle kilometres covered by all mobile batching plants per
annum.11

4.5

This increase in trips would lead to a significant and permanent increase in the operating costs of
the industry, both in total and on average per m3 of delivered concrete, due principally to increased
fuel costs and travel times, and potentially also increased maintenance costs. All respondents to
the survey indicated that they would expect average costs per unit of concrete to increase in the
event of a weight change to 32 tonnes.

4.6

Of course, the precise scale of this cost increase is subject to uncertainty, but the industry has been
engaged in analysing the implications, based on current operating models. The mean average
increase in the cost per m3 expected across the survey sample was 20%. As Figure 4.1 shows, 60%
of the sample expected average costs to increase by at least 15%; two fifths expected at least a
20% increase and one in six expected an increase of 30% or more.

11

To put this into context, this would be equivalent to around 100km per volumetric per day, based on the current complement
of 625 volumetrics operating in Great Britain and an assumed operating capacity of 250 days per annum.
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Figure 4.1 Operators’ Expectations on increase in cost per m3 of concrete in the event of a
reduction in operating weight to 32 tonnes

Source: Regeneris Consulting survey of mobile batching plant operators, December 2014-January 2015

Impact on Viability
4.7

In order to attempt to continue to serve current order volumes, operators would be required to (i)
increase their utilisation of existing fleets and/or (ii) invest in additional mobile batching plant
vehicles (especially the case for those that are operating at or near full capacity).

4.8

Increasing utilisation of existing capacity would in most cases be impossible given current capacity
utilisation (i.e. drivers are already operating on a full working day). The scale of the reduction in
maximum payload brought on by the policy would therefore leave many operators unable to serve
existing contract volumes with their current fleet. These operators would either need to invest in
additional fleet or to deliver a reduced volume of concrete at the significantly increased average
cost. The average capital cost associated with a new mobile batching plant is approximately £200k.
As discussed in Section 3 this is significantly higher than the £100k for a drum mixer, given the
relative complexity of the technology.

4.9

The impact of the policy on viability for a typical operator is illustrated in Table 4.1 below. This
modelled example shows an operator that currently:

12



Operates 3 mobile batching plants at their 42 tonne design weight12



Delivers a total of around 8,000 m3 of concrete per annum, a level of capacity utilisation
typical of the industry

In line with the average number of mobile batching plants operated per company across Great Britain (source: BDS Marketing
Research (2014) Estimated market shares of ready mixed concrete companies in Great Britain in 2013).
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Operates at a margin of around 15%. Typical margins across the industry are in the region
of 12-15%.

4.10

The reduction in payload and increase in travel times would reduce the total volume of concrete
deliverable per mobile batching plant by 30-40%. Given current supply locations, the reduction in
payload would increase total distance travelled by around 25%, with an associated 20% increase
in fuel costs (factoring in fuel efficiencies due to the lighter loads). To be conservative it is assumed
that maintenance costs stay the same. It is assumed that the price of concrete charged to
customers remains the same.

4.11

Scenario 1 illustrates the impact of the weight change on profitability, in the event that the
operator continues to operate three vehicles and to serve existing customers. Scenario 2 examines
the impact of operating four vehicles in order to deliver the same amount of concrete to
customers. The results are summarised as follows:


Scenario 1 shows that, given the current capacity utilisation, operating at 42 tonnes the
operator would need to reduce the total volume of concrete delivered per annum from
7,800 to 5,100 m3. Whilst material costs would fall in line with the reduction in the volume
of concrete delivered, fuel costs would increase significantly. Given the fall in revenue due
to the reduction in volume delivered, the margin would fall to -9%.



In Scenario 2 the operator invests in an additional vehicle in order to attempt to fulfil
current orders and thereby maintain revenue and market share. Given the increased fuel
costs and the additional finance cost associated with the new mobile batching plant, this
would see the margin fall further, to -13%.

Table 4-1 Modelled Impact on Viability of a Typical Mobile Batching Plant Operator in a Typical
Operating Year (financial figures in £000s unless otherwise stated)
Base:
Scenario 1:
Scenario 2:
3 Mobile batching
3 Mobile
4 Mobile
plants at 42
batching plants
batching
tonnes
at 32 tonnes
plants at 32
tonnes
Volume of concrete (m3)
7,800
5,100
8,000
Revenue

£750

£500

£780

Material costs

£350

£230

£370

Annual costs

£300

£320

£520

-

Wages

£140

£140

£200

-

Insurance

£5

£5

£7

-

Road tax

£0.5

£4

£6

-

Gas oil

£5

£3

£3

-

Diesel

£85

£100

£160

-

Repairs and maintenance

£35

£35

£50

-

Finance

£30

£30

£100

Total costs

£650

£550

£880

Profit/loss

£100

-£50

-£110

Margin per m3 (£)
% margin

£14
15%

-£10
-9%

-£12
-13%

Source: BSA and Regeneris Consulting analysis. Note: Figures are rounded so may not sum to the totals.
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Longer Term Direct Impact on Sector
4.12

Faced with the significant increase in operating costs and the consequent impact on the viability
of current operating models, the implication is that, given the limited scope to make any cost
efficiencies, operators would need to increase the price they charge in order to remain viable. 26%
of our respondents indicated that they would expect to need to pass on all of the cost increase to
customers, and 56% would expect to pass on some of the cost. Again, there is of course
uncertainty, but the survey results indicate that 44% of respondents would expect to pass on up
to 20% of the cost increase, and around two fifths would expect to pass on more than this. Around
one fifth would expect to have to pass on 60-100% of the cost.
Figure 4.2 : Proportion of cost increase expected to be passed on to customers

Source: Regeneris Consulting survey of mobile batching plant operators, December 2014-January 2015

4.13

Given the competitive nature of the market for wet concrete, many of our respondents expect that
such a scale of price increase would not be deliverable. 82% expect their turnover to go down, due
to the need to scale back the volumes of concrete delivered (as in Scenario 1 above) and/or due to
loss of market share given the significant reduction in price competitiveness. A typical 4 axle drum
mixer is able to deliver 8m3 of concrete. This compares to 10m3 for a 42 tonne 4 axle mobile
batching plant and 5-6m3 for a 32 tonne 4 axle mobile batching plant. The increase in price required
to make the model viable would significantly reduce the price competitiveness of mobile batching
plants.

4.14

As a consequence, the industry is concerned about its growth prospects and long term viability:


94% rate their growth prospects as poor if the weight restriction came in, compared to 4%
under a business as usual scenario. 6% see good growth prospects, compared to 67% citing
good growth prospects and 28% citing very strong growth prospects, in the absence of the
policy.
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4.15

When asked where they would see their business twelve months after the weight change
policy, 69% would expect to be trading less profitably, and 28% would expect to have gone
out of business altogether.

Figure 4.3 Growth prospects in the event of a
reduction in operating weight to 32 tonnes

Figure 4.4 Likely position 12 months after the
introduction of a weight change policy

Source: Regeneris Consulting survey of mobile

Source: Regeneris Consulting survey of mobile

batching plant operators, December 2014-January
2015

batching plant operators, December 2014-January
2015

For illustration purposes, given the sector’s linkages with UK suppliers, a short term contraction of
this order would imply a loss of around 330 direct jobs within SMEs operating in the sector, along
with a further 290 indirect jobs and 270 induced jobs in the UK.13

Wider Impact on UK Construction Sector
4.16

The analysis above strongly suggests that the policy could serve to threaten the long term viability
of the mobile batching plant sector. This would have significant and damaging knock-on effects.

4.17

Both the nature and scale of these knock on impacts are subject to significant uncertainty, given
the uncertainty around the mobile batching plant sector’s own response to the policy and the
subsequent response of the construction industry to this supply shock. Nonetheless, a number of
effects can be expected:


Customers that continue to source on-site batched concrete: For many customers in the
construction sector, mobile batching plants are an essential input in the delivery of their
projects. Assuming that some mobile batching plant operators are able to remain in
business at least for the short term by passing on costs to customers, such customers (along
with those that are less price sensitive) will continue to source concrete via mobile batching
plants. However, these customers would face:


13

An increase in costs. Although the scale of any price rise is uncertain, the survey
results suggest that prices would need to increase significantly. This would hit the
financial position of customers.

This is the gross result of contraction of the sector and does not take into account net change due to customers’ switching to
other sources.
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4.18



Reduced efficiency. Customers would also see a reduction in the speed and
efficiency of delivery, as the reduction in payload necessitates more delivery trips
to be made.



Loss of choice in the market. Alongside the increase in prices, any contraction of
the sector (which our survey suggests would be likely in the event of the policy
change) would lead to reduced choice and delivery capacity in the market.

Customers that switch to other forms of concrete: Customers that are more pricesensitive may be forced to switch to ready-mixed concrete. A significant contraction of the
sector would force even those customers that place a high value on on-site batched
concrete to switch to ready-mix. In doing so they would face:


Switching costs. Such customers would face frictional transaction costs associated
with the need to source suitable new suppliers.



Loss of advantages of mobile batching plants. On-site batched concrete has a
number of distinct quality advantages over ready-mixed concrete, outlined in
Section 3. Customers switching to ready-mix would therefore be forced to accept a
less flexible, more costly and wasteful solution. For a range of construction projects
that currently rely on mobile batching plant-delivered concrete, this could prove to
be particularly damaging.

Examples of the way in which these knock-on effects could manifest themselves is illustrated in
our case studies below.
Case Study: Premier Rail Services Ltd
As noted earlier, Premier Rail Services currently source all of their concrete from mobile batching
plants. If, as a result of the policy change, they were forced to switch away from mobile batching
plants to alternative sources, they would face a significant increase in the cost and time taken to
successfully complete these construction activities. For every time they use one volumetric on-site
batching plant (avg. 14 times a year required), they would need 3 separate loads of concrete trips
from alternative sources to get the concrete grades and quality needed. They estimate that given
their night working hours it would cost them an additional £2,000 per construction job for opening
up a ready mixed batching site, which would have detrimental impacts on their construction
business.
Case Study: Joyce Construction
Joyce Construction uses mobile batching plants on a daily basis across all of their jobs. If as a result
of the policy change they had to use alternative sources, there would be large cost implications on
their business operations. For every small extra cubic metre required they would have to order an
additional full batch of ready mixed concrete, creating huge cost and waste inefficiencies. On a
daily basis they would also have to order 3 separate loads of ready-mixed concrete, as opposed to
one mobile batching plant vehicle, to provide them with the different concrete specifications
needed for standard foundation construction work. This would have a knock-on effect on the time
taken to complete jobs, with extra loads resulting in more waiting time and further increasing
business costs.
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Case Study: Charter Screeding Ltd
The company makes use of mobile batching plants for many of their projects, particularly in and
around central London. If as a result of the policy change they needed to switch to alternative
sources, there would be many central London projects that they simply would not be able to
deliver. Flexibility in the construction sector is key due to unforeseen changes in delivery and
timings that often occur. If they used ready-mixed concrete they would not only have to
immediately use the screed on delivery, but would have to pay for the removal of any unwanted
concrete. This would lead to large financial implications due to the time and costs of having to
receive a number of small premium priced batches. These cost implications could force
construction businesses out of the market in central London.

Environmental Impacts
4.19

The policy is likely to generate two sources of environmental cost: an increase in carbon dioxide
and other emissions, and increased materials wastage.

Increased Emissions
4.20

By increasing the number of delivery trips required and hence kilometres travelled by mobile
batching plants, the policy will increase total emissions from the sector. The results of the survey
can be used to generate an indication of the potential scale of this increase. The survey results
suggest that, in order to serve existing contract volumes, 325,000 additional round trips and 12.5
million additional vehicle kilometres would be needed. Using benchmark data on fuel consumption
and data from DfT on emissions, we estimate that this would generate an additional 65 thousand
tonnes of carbon dioxide per annum compared to business as usual, with an associated carbon
cost of £4 million (in 2014 prices).14

4.21

Reducing emissions from road transport is a key DfT policy as part of contributing to the UK’s legally
binding climate change targets.15 The weight change policy would undermine this policy.

Increased Materials Wastage
4.22

One of the key benefits associated with on-site batched concrete as opposed to ready mix is the
reduction in waste. Since mobile batching plants allow the optimal volume of concrete to be made
on site, waste can be minimised. This contrasts with ready mixed concrete, for which any overordering results in wastage of the concrete (which the customer must pay for). Typically around 46% of concrete delivered via drum mixers is wasted. Should the policy lead to some switching from
the use of mobile batching plant to drum mixers (as looks likely), this would therefore lead to
increased waste, which would have financial costs to customers as well as wider environmental
costs.

4.23

As an illustration, if 30% of the current volume of concrete delivered by mobile batching plants was
switched to a ready-mix delivery as a result of the policy, this would lead to wastage of around
40,000 m3 of concrete per annum, which, at current market prices, could cost customers around
£4 million p.a. As well as the financial cost to the customer, this wastage has environmental costs.

14

This is calculated using data from Webtag on carbon emissions per litre of fuel burnt and the non-traded values of carbon per
tonne of carbon emitted.

15

As set out, for example, in HM Government (2011) The Carbon Plan
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4.24

16

The increase in vehicle kilometres created by the policy would also serve to increase congestion.
Congestion is already estimated to cost the UK economy £13 billion per annum and is expected to
rise to £22 billion per annum by 2030.16 The addition of 12.5 million vehicle kilometres to the
existing distances covered by mobile batching plants would only add to this.

CEBR (2014) The future economic and environmental costs of gridlock in 2030
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Appendix A - Details of Operator Survey
Sample Frame & Achieved Sample Size
A.1

While evidence from the survey is the most accessible and practical means of gathering data about
the current and expected impact on mobile batching plant operators, there are some limitations
to using survey data for this purpose. The survey data limitations include:

Sample Sizes
A.2

The survey was launched on Friday 19th December 2014 and remained live until Friday 30th January.
The survey achieved a sample of 73 interviews, representing an overall healthy response rate of
37%. The survey sample carries with it an overall margin of error of +/- 9% at the 95% Confidence
Level. Although the small population (and therefore sample size) means data should be carefully
interpreted, the sample is large enough to support a reasonable impact estimate.
Table 4.1 Overview of Sample Size
Total mobile batching plant operators
Number of interviews
Margin of Error
% of total mobile batching plant operators

200
73
9%
37%

Sample representatives
A.3

We have surveyed all mobile batching plant operators in the UK, covering both BSA members and
non-members. However BSA members are over-represented in the sample response accounting
for 81% (59) of the total sample response. This is likely to be due to existing BSA members being
more inclined to respond to the survey.

A.4

Whilst it is unlikely that being a member of the BSA will have any influence on the responses, it
does appear that BSA members are, on the whole, a little larger in terms of staff and business
volumes than non-members. The 73 companies in our sample operate approximately 300 mobile
batching plants, i.e. just over 4 volumetrics per company. This compares to the intelligence from
the BDS market report, which found that for the sector as a whole, there are around 3 volumetrics
per company. Therefore, in order to be conservative in our estimates on the size of the sector (and
number of delivery trips etc.) we have grossed up from the sample to the total population using
the total number of volumetrics in the UK (estimated at 600), rather than the number of operators
(estimated at 200).

Accuracy and Reliability of Survey Data
A.5

The analysis of economic impact in this chapter is dependent on the accuracy and reliability of the
impacts reported by operators to the survey. Sense checks have been applied to the data to
identify and exclude any significant outlier results where we have reason to suspect the impacts
reported could be erroneous. It is not however possible to systematically allow for optimism and
pessimism bias for operator responses to questions of impact.
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Questionnaire
Introduction
The UK Department for Transport is considering changing the regulation on volumetrics to bring
their weight limit into line with that for the Heavy Goods Vehicle sector. This would see the weight
limit reduced to a maximum of 32 tonnes, meaning that volumetrics would be unable to operate
at their design weight.
The Batched on Site Association (BSA) has commissioned Regeneris Consulting – an economic
consultancy – to assess the economic consequences of these proposals. The purpose of this short
survey is to:


capture key data on your current operations in order to assess the size and importance of
the sector in the UK, and



gather your views on the potential impact of the proposed weight restriction on your
business.

Current operations
The following questions ask for key details on your operation of volumetrics at present. This data
will allow us to assess the economic contribution of the sector in the UK. Note: if your business
operates in multiple areas please focus on the part which involves the operation of volumetrics only.
1)

Do you currently operate…? [volumetric mixers only, volumetric mixers and traditional
drum mixers (or other truckmixers]

2)

How many volumetrics do you operate currently? [Ranges: 1, 2-4, 5-7, 8-10, 10+]

3)

Roughly speaking, how many kilometres are typically travelled on average per volumetric
per year?

4)

On average what is the total volume of concrete delivered (m3) per volumetric per year?

5)

What is the average delivery size per volumetric order (m3)?

6)

How many staff do you currently employ on volumetric business? [Please split by the
following categories: Drivers, Management, Administration, Other]

7)

What is the average salary (in £) for…? [Drivers, Management, Administration, Other]

8)

Out of the staff currently employed on volumetric business, how many work part-time?

9)

What is the current [last financial year] annual turnover (in £) from your volumetric
business? [Less than £250k, £250k-£500k, £500k-£750k, £750k-£1m, £1m-£2m, £2m-£3m,
£3m-£5m, £5m+]

10)

What are your total annual operating costs, excluding the purchase of volumetric
equipment? [Less than £250k, £250k-£500k, £500k-£750k, £750k-£1m, £1m-£2m, £2m£3m, £3m-£5m, £5m+]

11)

How often (in years) do you buy in volumetric equipment?
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12)

In a typical year how much do you spend on UK supplies of…? [Cement, Aggregate, Fuel,
Tyres, All other supplies]

13)

Over the past five years, how have the following changed?

14)

15)



Turnover [Decreased, Stayed the Same, Grew a little <5%, Grew moderately 5-20%,
Grew significantly >20%]



Employment [Decreased, Stayed the Same, Grew a little <5%, Grew moderately 520%, Grew significantly >20%]

Over the next five years, assuming you remain able to operate volumetrics at their design
weight, how do you expect the following to change?


Turnover [Decrease, Stay the Same, Grow a little <5%, Grow moderately 5-20%,
Grow significantly >20%]



Employment [Decrease, Stay the Same, Grow a little <5%, Grow moderately 5-20%,
Grow significantly >20%]

Looking ahead, assuming you remain able to operate volumetrics at their design weight,
how would you rate the growth prospects of your volumetric business? [Poor growth
prospects, Good growth prospects, Very strong growth prospects]

Impacts of the Proposed Weight Change Policy
These questions ask for your views on what the proposed weight change policy would mean for
your business. The first questions ask about the immediate impact of the change and later
questions then asks for your view on how it will have affected your business 12 months after it is
introduced. We appreciate this is uncertain, and hence we are asking only for your best estimates.
16)

If you had to reduce your operating weight to 32 tonnes, in order to deliver existing
contracts would you expect to need to...


Make more trips per annum? [yes, no]



Cover more kilometres per volumetric in a typical year? [yes, no]

17)

Do you currently operate at design weight? [yes, no]

18)

What is your current operating weight (tonnes)?

19)

If you had to reduce your operating weight to 32 tonnes, by how much would you expect
the average costs per unit of concrete delivered to increase? [Less than 5%, 5-10%, 1520%, 20-30%, 30% or more]

20)

Please state roughly what % of this cost increase would you expect to pass on to your
customers…? [0%, 0-20%, 20-40%, 40-60%, 60-80%, 80-100%]

21)

What would you expect to happen to your turnover? [It would go down, it would remain
the same, it would increase]

22)

What would you expect the % reduction in turnover to be?

23)

What would you expect the % increase in turnover to be?
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24)

How would you expect your investment in equipment and technology to change? [It
would go down, it would remain the same, it would increase]

25)

Please briefly explain your answer here… (optional)

26)

In summary, if the regulatory change came in and you are then unable to operate at
design weight, how would you rate your volumetric business growth prospects? [Poor
growth prospects, good growth prospects, very strong growth prospects]

27)

Please briefly explain your answer here… (optional)

28)

Faced with the cost increases what would you expect your business to have done 12
months after the introduction of the weight change policy…? [Passed all cost increases on
to customers, passed some of the cost increases on to customers, passed none of the cost
increases on to customers]

29)

Faced with this regulatory change what position would you expect your business to be in
12 months after the weight change policy…? [Gone out of business, trading less profitably,
trading as profitably (no impact), trading slightly more profitably, trading significantly
more profitably]

30)

Do you currently adhere to any of the following practices?


Annual Road Worthiness Test [Yes, no but would be willing to in future, no and
would resist doing so]



Regular Safety and Maintenance Inspections [Yes, no but would be willing to in
future, no and would resist doing so]



Regular brake testing [Yes, no but would be willing to in future, no and would resist
doing so]



Regular weight controls [Yes, no but would be willing to in future, no and would
resist doing so]



Regular volumetric driving training [Yes, no but would be willing to in future, no and
would resist doing so]



All operatives have a Category C (HGV) Driving License [Yes, no but would be willing
to in future, no and would resist doing so]



All operatives complete the Driver Certificate of Professional Competence [Yes, no
but would be willing to in future, no and would resist doing so]



Chassis Side Rails [Yes, no but would be willing to in future, no and would resist
doing so]



Cab Proximity Mirrors [Yes, no but would be willing to in future, no and would resist
doing so]

31)

Are you currently a member of the BSA? [Yes, No]

32)

Would you be interested in becoming a member of the BSA? [Yes, No]
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Appendix B - Economic Modelling Method
B.1

The report contains estimates of the economic value of the mobile batching plant sector in the UK.
These estimates have been informed by economic modelling. Details of the method used are set
out below.

Framework
B.2

B.3

17

The modelling framework is designed to measure the UK economic footprint of the sector, in terms
of employment (full time equivalents) and Gross Value Added (GVA). There are three elements:


Direct. The economic activity within the sector itself, typically measured in terms of the
number of direct employees working in the sector and the Gross Value Added (GVA) 17
generated from its sales.



Indirect/ supply chain. The economic activity generated as a result of supply chain
purchases made by the sector. This purchasing creates both direct income and jobs within
the immediate suppliers to the sector and also further, knock-on impacts down the UK
supply chain.



Induced. The economic activity arising as a result of the personal expenditure of employees
who work in the sector and in its supply chain.

This three strand framework is now well accepted as the standard method for establishing the total
economic value of sectors and individual firms in the UK.

GVA is the key measure of the value of wealth creation in a sector or regional economy, and is essentially measured as the
difference between turnover and bought in goods and services at the level of a firm (also equivalent to the sum of gross
operating surplus, gross employment costs and net taxes on production).
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Modelling approach
B.4

Direct effects have been measured using data from the survey of operators on direct employment
(in terms of Full Time Equivalents) within the sector by type of job (drivers, administration, etc.),
total turnover, direct employment costs and the costs of bought in goods and services. GVA has
been estimated using the data on turnover and bought in costs, cross checked with data from the
National Accounts on the relationship between turnover and GVA for SIC 23.5-6 (Manufacture of
cement, lime, plaster and articles of concrete, cement and plaster).

B.5

Indirect effects have been measured by using data from the operator survey on bought in goods
and services by type of good/service (aggregates, cement, fuel etc.) and matching these to the SIC
codes in Regeneris Consulting’s input-output model for the UK. This input-output model contains
Type 1 (indirect) and Type 2 (indirect and induced) multipliers for 110 sectors, drawn from National
Accounts data. These tell us the multiplier effects on employment and GVA arising from an
expenditure injection into any of these sectors. The data from the survey has been used to create
a supply chain expenditure vector for the sector, which tells us what the sector as a whole spends
on bought in goods and services in the UK. This vector has then been fed through the input-output
model to estimate the first round and subsequent multiplier effects of the expenditure.

B.6

Induced effects have been measured using data from the operator survey on direct salaries in the
sector. This data has been used to estimate total annual expenditure by direct employees, by
estimating take home pay after income taxes, NI and pension contributions; saving rates and
patterns of expenditure using our input-output framework. The resulting expenditure vector has
been fed through the input-output model to estimate the first round and multiplier effects from
this spending. The induced effects arising from the expenditure of indirect employees have been
estimated using the Type 2 multiplier impacts from our analysis of indirect effects.
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